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ABSTRACT. This paper presents some aspects of homeomorphism theory in

the setting of (fibre) bundles modeled on separable Hilbert manifolds and gener-

alizes results previously established. The main result gives a characterization

of subsets of infinite deficiency in a bundle by means of their restriction to the

fibres, from which we are able to prove theorems of the following types: (a) map-

ping replacement, (b) separation of sets, (c) negligibility of subsets, and (d)

extending homeomorphisms.

1. Introduction.  In [7] several aspects of homeomorphism theory are studied

in the setting of (fibre) bundles with separable infinite dimensional spaces (mani-

folds) as fibres.   Major results are established for bundles having fibre the Hilbert

space l2, or, equivalently, s, the countable infinite product of reals.   In this

paper we generalize such results to bundles with s-manifolds as fibres.

Our notation and definition follow that of [7].   In this paper we say a closed

subset K of the total space E of a bundle (E, p, B) is a fibre Z-set provided

K np'Kb) is a Z-set in p_1(&) for each b £ B.   Fibre bundle (E, p, B) will be

denoted by its total space E.   For any KCE, a map /: K —► E is B-preserving

(or fibre-preserving) if pfix) = pix) tot all x £ K.

Hypotheses, (l)  Throughout this paper let (E, p, B) denote a fibre bundle

over base space B with fibre M, where B, M are given as follows.

The base space B.   We assume B is either (1) a polyhedron, or (2) a retract

of a polyhedron.   If B is in (2), let Bj be a polyhedron for which there is a retrac-

tion r: Bj —» B.   Then any bundle (E, p, B) over B induces a pull-back bundle

(Ej, pj, Bj) which contains E.   With this in mind it is not difficult to observe

that all our results for B in (1) are also valid for B in (2) (see also the proof of

Theorem 1.1 of [7]).   Thus we will provide proof only for the case B = polyhedron.
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The manifold M. We assume M is a paracompact manifold modeled on s =

(- 1, l)00, the countable infinite product of open intervals (- 1, l).   By the results

of [6], M may be considered as an open set in s.

(2)  All spaces concerned are metrizable.

Open question.   For results of this paper, we do not know whether the hypoth-

eses on   B   may be replaced by any ANR (for metric spaces).   In fact it is not

known even for B = s.

2.  In the following we say 11 is a normal open cover of X\X, where K is

closed in the metric space X, provided each map /: X\K —» X which is limited by

11 has an extension /: X —» X which is the identity on K.

Lemma 1.   Let H, K, Kx, K2, ...be a collection of closed fibre Z-sets in

E = (E, p, B) with fibre M - s.   Then for any open cover ll of E, there is an

isomorphism h of E limited by 11 such that h\H = id and hÍK\H) O

Proof.   By [7, Theorem 5.2] there is a B-preserving homeomorphism /: E\F

°SÎP E such that / is limited by ll.   Thus /(k\f) is a closed fibre Z-set.   Write

Un>o (K„\H) = Un>0 T„ where each Tn is a closed subset of E such that Tn

C K_ for some ttz.   Thus each T   is a fibre Z-set and so is fiTA.   Let 11, be a
m n '      n I

normal open cover of E\H refining 11 and let /(llj) denote the induced cover of

E.   Using Theorem 3.1 of [7] there is an isomorphism g of F such that gfÍK\H)

° (U„>0 AT„)) = 0 and g is limited by 0A.   Then f lg{: e\h -* e\h is a

B-preserving homeomorphism which rè limited by  11.  and satisfies f~ gfiK\H)C\

[(J„>0 ÍKn\H)] = 0.   Since llj is normal, we may assume h = f~gf is an isomor-

phism of F such that h\H = identity,   h fulfills our requirements.

Theorem 1 (Strong separation). Let K, Kx, K2,--- be closed fibre Z-sets of

E = ÍE, p, B). Then, for any open cover 11 of E, there is an isomorphism h of E

limited by 11 such that hiK.) n (U„>0 KJ " 0-

Proof.   First suppose F is the product bundle ÍB x M, p, B).  Let {F^l be a

countable star-finite open cover of M which refines 11 and is ordered as in

Anderson-Henderson-West [2, Theorem 2] for which there is a homeomorphism cS¿:

cl(F¿) °-ÜÍ° cl(V¿), where V¿ is a basic open set in s.   Note that <p¿(cl(F()) is

homeomorphic to s and tb^BdiU^) is a Z-set in fyicliU^).   Thus B x Bd(F¿) is

a Z-set in B x cl(Ft).   By Lemma 1 there is a B-preserving homeomorphism fx of

Bxcl(Fj) satisfing fi\BxB¿(Ui)='ld and f¿K ° ^S x Ul^° KUB>0 X„)

n (B x F.)] = 0.  Then extend  /. to an isomorphism / j of B x M such that

/ll(BxM)\(Bxcl(C/i)) = ld-
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Applying the same procedure we have an isomorphism /2 of B x M such that

F2l(B>cM)\(axci(i/2)) = id Md WK) n (B * M n [(U„>o ̂ " (B x M
= 0.  Continue this process in the same manner to get isomorphisms  f., /., • • •

of B x M  such that  ^+j(?. ••• f^lO) O [(ljn>0 K„) O ÍB x t/.+1)] = 0.   The con-

vergence procedure of [2, Theorem 2] implies that h = limn_-00/n • • •   / j gives

an isomorphism of B x M.   We now claim that hÍK) l~) (Un>u K„) = 0-   To this

end choose x £ K and let z'(0) be the smallest integer such that x £ B x U..Q..

Then /¿(o)_i  •••   f A\x) = x.   This implies /¿(o)_ i •••   f¿x) £ B x U{,0y   Thus

£•(0) "'   ?>) ^U^o^-   If /f(0) •*•   /lU) ^Bxl/j(0)+1,tben ^o+i "•

/l(x) ^U„>oK«-   ff  %o) ••'   T^x) e8x U,(0)+l> then Ti'0)+l acts to move

^¿(0) *•*   T¿x) away from U„>0 K„-   In any case we have Ti¡o)+k '"   %*)

4 Un>0 ^n ^or a^ ^"   ^ut since each point is moved only finitely many times,

which follows from the ordering of {U\ provided by [2, Theorem 2], we have

hAx) ̂ U„>o K„-   Since by Lemma 1 each /    can be obtained limited by any open

cover of E, h can be required to be limited by  U.

For the general case we may take B to be equal to \A\  for some lfsc A.

By giving A a finer triangulation we may suppose each p~ i\o\), cr £ A, is trivial.

Furthermore it suffices to assume \A\  is connected.   Thus \A\  can be written as

Ut>ol^¿l  sucn that each A¿ is a subcomplex and p~ (A¿) is trivial.   We can use

the special case proven above to obtain an isomorphism h. of E limited by an

open cover llj of E, where St3(11j) refines ll, such that hA.K O p~xÍAyY) O

(|Jn>n(T<n O p~ (Âj))) = 0.   Inductively we can obtain isomorphisms hy",,hn

so that bn is limited by an open cover  un, where StHun) refines U„_i and

h ... hAKnp-HAÏÏnl M ÍK np-1(X))\=0,
n 1 r 77 \ Y,       n ni

where A   = A. U • • - U A .   By the convergence procedure of [l] we can obtain

an isomorphism h for the theorem.

The following theorem characterizes all subsets of infinite deficiency of a

bundle by means of their restriction to the fibres (compare with Theorem 1.1 of

[7]).   For any product space X x Y we denote the projection X x Y —* X by px.

Theorem 2 (characterization).   Let K be a closed set in B x M of product

bundle ÍB x M, p, B).   The following are equivalent statements:

(A) K is a fibre Z-set;

(B) K n p'Kb) is s-deficient in each p'Hb);

(C) there is an isomorphism 0 of B x M such that <tj(K) z's an M-projective

Z-set; and

(D) there is a B-preserving homeomorphism h of B x M onto B x M x s

which carries K into B x M x |0|.
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Moreover, if K satisfies any one of the above conditions and B is compact,

then, for any cover 11 of B x M, we may choose h in (D) so that the projection

Pßx/fih: B x M —> B x M is limited by 11.

Proof.  (A) <=> (B), (C) « (D) are well known (see, for example, Chapman [5]).

Obviously (C) or (D) implies (A).   If B is a polyhedron, using Theorem 1 of this

paper and Lemma 3.4 of [7], a proof for the implication (A) =» (C) may be given in

exactly the same way as Theorem 1.1 of [7].   If B is not a polyhedron but satis-

fies (2) in the hypothesis for base space B, the proof follows easily from the

discussion there.

To prove the last part of Theorem 2 we now suppose B is compact and the

covering condition is imposed on B x M.   Using compactness of B it is evident

that there is an open cover L of M such that any isomorphism of B x M is limited

by ll provided it be limited by B x C = ¡B x v: v e Ü!.   It follows from [4] that

there is a homeomorphism f: M —» M x s x Q such that the projection pMf: M —» M

is limited by  L., where 0,  is any open cover of M  such that st (Uj) refines  C.

Write Q\s as a countable union of compact sets L     L-, •••.   Let K. = Bx

f~ KM x sx L).   Then each K. is a fibre Z-set in B x M.   By Theorem 1 there is

an isomorphism fx of B x M limited by ßx C¡  such that f¡ÍK) D (U„>o ^„) = &'

Thus K  = iidg x f)fAK) C B x M x (s x s) and K    is closed in B x M x s x Q.

Using Lemma 3.4 of [7] there is a (B x M)-preserving homeomorphism f2 of ÍBxM)

x s x Q onto ÍBxM)xsxQxs such that f 2ÍK') CÍB x M) x s x Qx \0\.   Let

/3 = idB x /-1 x ids: BxiMxsxQ)xs—*BxMxs.   Then h - /3/2(idß x f)fx

is a B-preserving homeomorphism of B x M onto B x M x s sending K into B x

M x ¡0| and the projection  PBx^h is limited by 11.

Since we can always choose convex open covers for M (recall that  M is being

considered as an open subset in s), we have

Corollary 1. // B is compact, then the projection pBx^¡: BxMxs—>BxM

can be approximated by B-preserving homeomorphism b: B x M x s —> B x M (that

is, for any open cover ll of B x M, we can choose h so that h is 11-c/ose to

PßxM'-

Corollary 2. Let K be a closed fibre Z-set in B x M of bundle ÍB x M, p, B).

Then there is an open imbedding h of B x M into B x s such that hÍK) is closed

in B x s.

Proof.   By Theorem 2 and the open imbedding theorem of Henderson [6], there

is an open imbedding /= idß x fx of B x M onto B x (F x Sj x s2)  such that fiK.)

CB x F x Sj x i0|, where F is open in sQ and {s¿!¿_0 are copies of s.   Since

B x M is topologically complete, so is K.   Thus there is a closed imbedding g of
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K into sT   Then the map gy- K—*BxsQxslxs2 defined by gj(x) =

(Pexscixsif^' £&*^ ls a cl°sec^ imbedding.   Since fÍK.) can be regarded as a

closed subset of B x U x sv the map c¡>: fÍK) —> gÍK) defined by cpAfix)) = gix)

extends to a map <f>.  of B x U x s. into s2.   Now regard s2 as a linear space

with addition   "+".   Define /j of (B x Ü x Sj) x s2 onto itself by /j(x, y) =

(x, q>A,x) + y).   /j is a B-preserving homeomorphism such that /j/(7<) = gi(K),

which is closed in B x s, where s = sQ x Sj x s2>   Then i = /j/ is a required

imbedding.

Theorem 3 (extraction).   Let K C E be locally closed such that cliK) is a

fibre Z-set in bundle (E, p, B).   Then K can be strongly extracted from E.

More generally if K is a countable union of locally closed sets K    K2, •••

such that each cliK) is a fibre Z-set in E, then for any open cover ll of E,

there is an (E, ll) -extraction of K from E.

Proof.   Let K be given by the first half of the theorem.   If E is the product

bundle (B x M, p, B) we can apply Theorem 2 of this paper and Lemma 5.1 of [7]

to obtain a strong extraction of  K from  E.   In general we can, by hypothesis of

E, write E as U1?iP_1(ßp where each B¿ is a subpolyhedron of B and

p~ ÍB) is trivial.   Thus there is, for each  z, a strong extraction of K O p~ (B¿)

from p~ (B¿).   Using the convergence procedure of [l] we can, in a straight-

forward manner, obtain a strong extraction of K from  E.   Once this is done, the

convergence procedure also provides an (E, ID-extraction of K from E, where 7C

and ll are given by the second half of the theorem.

Theorem 4 (Mapping replacement).   Let A be a separable complete metric

space and let X C A be closed.   Suppose f: A —» E is a map such that f]x is an

imbedding sending X onto a closed fibre Z-set.   Then for any open cover U of

clijiA)) there is an imbedding g: A —» E li-c7ose to f such that g\x = f\x, pgix)

= pfix) for all x and giA)  is a closed fibre Z-set.

The proof is based on the following lemma whose proof resembles Lemma

2.4 of [3].

Lemma 2.   Suppose E is trivial and A, X, f and ll are given as above.

Then for any closed set Y C A and any open set U ¡or which ÍX U Y) C U, there

is a map g: A ~» E, M-close to f, satisfying (1) gix) = fix) for x £ X U ÍA\u),

(2) pgix) = pfix) for all x, and (3) g\XuY is an imbedding of X U Y onto a

closed fibre Z-set.

Proof. By Anderson-Schori [4], Theorem 2 of this paper and Lemma 3.3 of

[7] we may, without loss of generality, assume that Mis M x s and cl(/(A)) C

B x M x |0j.   By techniques of Anderson-McCharen [3] there is a sequence of
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maps gx, g2," • : B x M —» [0, l), such that (1) for all i, gÁ\x) > 0 whenever x e

cl(/(A)), and (2) for each x e clifiA)), there is a F e 11  for which (x, y) ell when'

ever y = (yf) e s and \y¡\ < g¿íx) fot all i.   Let <ß: A —» [O, 1] be a map such that

0_1(O) = Xu (A\F).   By hypothesis there is a closed imbedding i of A into s

such that, for any a e A, all coordinates of hid) ate positive.   Then g: A —» F

defined as follows fulfills all the requirements of the lemma:

g(a)=(/(a),/1(a)),

where /j(a) =(<£(a) . g,.(/(a)) « niUa))i e s irrAAa) = the ¿th-coordinate of hia)).

Proof of Theorem 4.   Let \T¿\, \VA be locally finite open covers of B such

that, for all », cl(T.) C V. and p'KcliV)) is trivial.   Let Y¡ = /" Kp'KcliT)))

and Ui = f~Kp~ iV)).   Then |Y.| is a locally finite covering of ¿4.   Note that

cl(F¿) CZ-^-Kclivp).   By Lemma 2 there is a map gt of Ax = cl(Fj) into B

such that (1) gj(x) = fix) for x e(X n Aj) U ÍAx\ux), (2) pgix) = pfix) for all

x e Aj, (3) gil(xnAi)UYi 's a c^osed imbedding whose image is a fibre Z-set of

E, and (4) gx is llj-close to f\A    where llj is an open cover of clifiA)) such

that St3(11j) refines ll.   By (1) we can extend the domain of gj to A satisfying

gj(x) = fix) for x e X, pgj = pf, g^xuy,   ls a closed imbedding whose image is

a fibre Z-set and gj is llj-close to /.   By the same manner we can construct

mappings g2, g,,.. •  of A into E satisfying, for each tz, g„(x) = fix) fot x e X,

pg   = pf, g lxuyiU...UY    *s a cl°sed imbedding whose image is a closed fibre

Z-set and g    is 11 -close to /, where lin is an open cover of cl(/(A)) such that

St3(ll ) refines 11     j.  The mapping g for the theorem clearly follows.

Theorem 5 (Extending homeomorphism).   Let G - \gA be a homotopy of a com-

plete separable metric space A into E such that (I) g0, gj are imbeddings of A

onto closed fibre Z-sets in E, and (2) pG( |a| x /) = Ipozrjf I for all a e A.   Then

there is an isotopy \hA on E such that hQ = id and hxgQ = gj.

Moreover, if E is trivial, then for any open neighborhood U of cl(G(A x /))

and any open cover ll of U for which G is limited, we may choose \hf\ to be a

(F, St4(H))-zso/opy.

To give a proof we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.   Let A  be a space.   Suppose there is a closed imbedding G of

Ax I onto a fibre Z-set in B x M of product bundle (B x M, p, B) such that for

any a e A, pG(la| x /) = \point\.   Let q\>: A —» / be a map.

Then ¡or any closed sets Bn, Bj in B such that Bn C Int(ßj), there is an

isotopy on BxM such that (a) hQ = id, (b) hxGÍÍa, <p\a))) = GÍa, l) for all

(a, <p\a)) e Aj, and (c) for each  t, h((x) = x for all x e A2 where
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Aj ={GÍa,cpía)): a £ A, pGÍ{a\ x l) £ BQ\

and

A2 = p-HpGicp-Hl) x 7) U (ß\lnt Bj)).

Moreover, we may choose {b(\ so that hfiiia, cpAa))) £ GÍ{a\ x I) for all a, t.

Proof.  Using Theorem 2 of this paper, the open imbedding theorem of

Henderson [6] together with the techniques of Anderson-McCharen, there is a B-

preserving open imbedding /of B x M into B x s x I such that fGÍA x I) = A   x

[l/3, 2/3], where A    is a closed M-projective Z-set in B x M x f0|, and the

imbedding fG takes each {«Ix / order preservingly onto {a |x [1/3, 2/3] for

some a £ B x M.

By techniques of Lemma 4.1 of Anderson-McCharen, there is a bundle isotopy

{ft\ of product bundle ÍB x (s x 7), p, B) supported on /(B x M) such that /0 =

id, fyfGiia, <pAa))) = fGia, l) for all a £ A, and, for all t, fjix) = fix) tot all

x £Ä2. In fact \ft\ is a motion such that, for each a £ B x M, l/,|a'x/l is an

endpoints preserving isotopy such that f fGiia, Pia))) £ /G({«f x f) tot all a, t.

{h( = f~ f f ( is an isotopy on B x M which clearly fulfills all the requirements

of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 5.  The second half (where E is assumed trivial) of

Theorem 5 follows immediately from Theorem 2 of this paper and Lemma 3.6 of

[7].

To prove the first half, first suppose g0ÍA) f)gj(A) = 0.   Thus G| .  |0  i|

is a closed imbedding onto a fibre Z-set of E.   By virtue of the mapping replace-

ment theorem we may assume G is a closed imbedding.   Let \T.\, \V} be star-

finite open covers of B such that, for each », cl(T.) C V. and p    (cl(V.)) is

trivial.   Let Y. = j« e A: pG(la| x 7) e Tfj.   By virtue of Lemma 3 (in particular,

Lemma 3(c)) there is an isotopy \b^ \ on E which satisfies the following proper-

ties: (1) 7>10 = id, (2) hllgQia) = gj(a) for all a £ Vj, and (3) for all a, hllgQia)

£ GÍM x 7).

Ajj induces a map cf>y A —► 7 such that, for any a, Gia, cf>A.a)) = ¿jjgn(<z).

By virtue of Lemma 3 again there is an isotopy \h2,\ on E such that ¿20 = id,

h2lg0ia) =gj(a) for all a £ Y2, h2lgA.a) £ Gi{a\ x I) tot all a and *2il/)-l(Ti)

= id for all t.

Inductively we can construct isotopies \h ,L2l on E such that for each n,

hn0 = id, hnlg0ia) = gj(a) for all a £ Yn, bnlgnia) £ GÍ\a\ x /) for all a and

^77zlf>-l(Tiu    mT    i) = 'd f°r all t.   We  now define an isotopy on E in the
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following.   Fill in the levels E x [0, 1/2] (order preservingly) with \h,A ; the

levels Ex [1/2, 2/3] with l¿2í¿n!t; the levels E x [2/3, 3/4] with \hith2xhn\t

and so on.   Denote the homeomorphism on  E at the ith level by h .   Since each

point x e E can be moved by at most finitely many h , the limit lim,, h, =

^m„_Ä>*„l   ••'   ^ii  exists.   Denote the limit by ¿j. \h\ is a desired isotopy.

Finally if g0iA) n gj(z4) 4 0, by Theorem 1 there is an isotopy \pt\ on  E

such that p0 = id and pj(gQ(A)) n g^A) = 0.   Thus we may use the special case

above to construct an isotopy \XA on E such that A0 = id and Aj(p.jg0(a)) =

gj(a) for all a e A.   ¡^j followed by \\X clearly gives an isotopy for the theorem.

Corollary 3.   Let Kj, X, be closed fibre Z-sets in A   x M of product bundle

(An x M, p, A) over n-simplex An, n > 1, such that Kj O p_1(Bd An) = K2 n

p~ (BdAn).   Suppose there is a bundle homotopy \g \ of Kj otzío K2 such that

g0 = id, gj: Xj -» K2 is a homeomorphism and gí|íclnp-l( ßd a„) = id fOT al1 /;

then there is a (bundle) isotopy \h \ on B x M such that hQ = id, hx\K   - gx and

A<lp-l(Bdân) = id foral1 u
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